Wavelength dependence of backscattering and extinction of kaolin dust at CO(2) laser wavelengths: effect of multiple scattering.
A multiple wavelength, pulsed CO(2) lidar system is used to measure spectral backscattering and extinction of kaolin dust of different optical thicknesses. The measurements show that the wavelength dependence of spectral backscattering changes with increased multiple scattering, whereas the spectral extinction remains relatively unchanged. A simple analytical two-stream radiative transfer model is used to confirm the measurements qualitatively. Several equations were derived from the model to show that in general the wavelength dependence of backscatter is less dependent on wavelength for a multiplescattering case. Therefore, the aerosol cloud becomes a diffuse target that is more flat in its spectral reflectance as multiple scattering increases. An application to differential absorption detection is discussed and shows that, in general, the effect of multiple scattering on the backscattered signal from aerosols will tend to reduce the error in deducing the average path-length concentration of the absorbing tr ce gas.